
Putting an end to 
Gerrymandering in Ohio:

A new citizens’ initiative



Gerrymandering is the practice of  stacking the deck
      in favor of the candidates of one party and under-
      representing its opponents by drawing district lines
      in a manner that effectively determines which
      candidate will win 



Gerrymandering



This is done by 

 “packing” supermajorities of the opponent’s voters into
      a few districts, thereby wasting many of the votes
      in support of the opposition party, and/or

  “cracking” their core areas of support by splitting com-
      munities and scattering their votes into several
      districts with overall majorities supporting the other
      party.

In contrast, the gerrymandering party’s supporters are 
     “efficiently” distributed into districts with safe but 
      not excessive majorities.





This has consequences that are highly detrimental
      to the quality of democracy

First, the distribution of seats does not fairly reflect
      the preferences of the voters.

In 2012, Republican candidates for the U.S. House
      of Representatives received 1.4 million fewer votes
      than Democrats, but retained control of the House
      with a 16-seat majority;  and in Ohio, Republican
     Congressional candidates received 52% of the vote 
     but won 75% of the seats (12 out of 16).

In 2012, Democratic candidates for the Ohio House
      of Representatives received 55,000 votes more
      than their Republican rivals, and yet the
      Republicans increased their share of seats to a
      supermajority of 60 out of 99 seats.



Second, incumbents are ensconced in “safe seats,”
     supported by majorities that are so large that they
     cannot realistically be removed from office.

In the 2016 election for the Ohio House of Representatives
     only 4 of 99 seats were decided by 10% or less;
     44 of 99 seats were won by margins of victory greater 
    than 40%;
     and 25 districts were so lopsided in favor of one party
  that the opposition did not even field a candidate.

    And none of our 16 congressional districts is competitive.

This lack of competitiveness greatly undermines the
     accountability of elected officials, who cannot really
     be removed from office by the voters no matter how
     poorly they perform in office.



The lack of competitiveness also means that the real 
     election is the primary, not the general election,  
     whose outcome is a foregone conclusion.

And since those voters who participate in primaries
     tend to be more ideologically extreme than the
     general electorate, this has contributed to a serious
     polarization of American politics.

Finally, the representation of communities is undermined
  
     by splintering them into several districts, or

     by diluting their voting strength by outnumbering
 them with voters from distant regions with very
   different views and preferences



Ohio’s
Congressional

Districts:
20012-2020

7 of Ohio’s counties
are split up among
3 or more districts,
with Cuyahoga and
Summit counties
fragmented into 
4 districts.

And what “commu-
nity” is represented
by districts 4, 6 
or 15?



The root of the problem:

     The party that controlled the Apportionment Board by a
          simple majority was largely free to draw state
          legislative district boundaries as it sees fit, subject 
          only to population size requirements and the VRA.

      And there are no constraints on the ability of the 
            majority party in the legislature to gerrymander
       Congressional district boundaries.

     The Ohio Supreme Court ruled in 2012 that the Ohio
Constitution does not “require political neutrality
or, for that matter, politically competitive districts
or representational fairness in the apportionment
board’s creation of state legislative districts.”

     We therefore changed the Constitution regarding
legislative districts.



Issue 1 will put an end to the gerrymandering of 
       state legislative districts in time for the 2022 elections.
Issue 1 will replace the 5-member Apportionment Board 
     with a 7-member Redistricting Commission, 

     composed of the Governor, the Auditor, the Secretary
     of State and two representatives of the legislature
     appointed by the leaders of the party caucuses in each
     house

Unlike the current process (in which the party holding a
     simple majority on the Apportionment Board is free to
     enact whatever gerrymandered map it wants),

     the new Redistricting Commission can only adopt a 
     10-year plan if it receives support from at least two 
     members of the minority party



New and clearly stated criteria must be followed in
     drawing district lines requiring

     that communities be kept together by regulating and 
limiting the number of splits of counties,
municipalities and contiguous townships;

     that “No General Assembly district plan shall be
drawn primarily to favor or disfavor a party;”

     that the overall allocation of seats “correspond closely to 
            the statewide political preferences of the voters of Ohio”;

     and that districts should be geographically compact.

For the first time, representational fairness is an “aspirational
     goal” in the Ohio Constitution.



Issue 1 had broad bipartisan support.

   It (as HJR 12) was approved in the Ohio Senate by a vote
     of 28-1,  and in the Ohio House by a vote of 81-7.

   It was ratified by the voters on Nov. 3, 2015, by a margin
     of 71.5% to 28.5%.

But what about Congressional redistricting reform?

     All of Ohio’s major newspapers have endorsed 
     Congressional redistricting reform;

     so, too, have all of Ohio’s governors or recent former gov-
          ernors (Kasich, Strickland, Taft, Voinovich and Celeste),

     as have most of the Republican statewide office holders
          (Kasich, Husted, Yost, Mandel and DeWine)



So if there is broad, bipartisan agreement in support of 
     reform of redistricting for state legislative districts,
     why not move immediately to apply these reforms
     to Congressional redistricting as well?

     Ohio House Speaker Rosenberger and Senate President
          Obhof have both said we must wait Issue 1 goes into 
          effect so that “we see how this works”—that would delay
          Congressional redistricting reform until 2032

—a stand described by the Akron Beacon Journal as
       “Speaker Rosenberger’s 17-year Plan”

     We should not have to wait nearly two decades before we
get rid of gerrymandering!



Therefore, we are preparing to launch a citizen initiative
     which would place a proposed constitutional 
     amendment before the voters in 2017.

Our plan is quite simple:

It begins by transferring responsibility for drawing
     Congressional district lines from the legislature
     (where Republicans have supermajorities in both
     houses) to the 7-member Ohio Redistricting 
     Commission created by Issue 1,

     and requiring the supportive vote of at least two 
     members of the minority party in order to adopt
     a Congressional map



It allows any citizen of Ohio to submit a plan

The criteria used by the Redistricting Commission to rank 
plans are as follows:

   Compliance with the constitutions and laws of Ohio 
and the US, including those dealing specifically 
with protection of minority voting rights

   “No congressional district plan shall be drawn to favor
or disfavor a political party or candidates”

   Splits of counties, cities and townships shall be minimized,
and no county shall be split more than once



    Representational fairness will be maximized by
     adopting a plan whose statewide proportion
     of districts most closely corresponds to the 
     partisan preferences of the voters in state and
     federal partisan statewide general election 

results over the previous ten years

    Congressional districts shall be compact

Nearly all of the language of our initiative is taken
    verbatim from Issue 1, but it is much shorter



Simulations using our initiative language show that 
    it is most likely to result in no more than 9 districts
    favoring one party and no less than 6 districts favoring 
    the other, with an 8 and 7 district compromise most likely

It would also create 6 competitive districts in the 50-55% 
    range, and a few more between 55 and 60%

In the 2014 election, there was only one race that
was as close as 58%

It would also create a “minority opportunity” district in
    the Cuyahoga/Summit county area and another favorable
    to African-American representation Franklin County

Moreover, the creation of the maps described above required
    just 9 splits (including just 5 county splits)



Unless redistricting procedures and criteria can
     changed, unfair, single-party domination of 
     Ohio’s Congressional delegation will
     continue until at least 2032!



Here’s how you can help to correct this serious
     flaw in American democracy:

(1) Donate to support Fair Congressional Districts
for Ohio:

     [Until our official campaign account is set up]

    Go to www.lwvohio.org.

    Click “donate,” noting that your contribution 
is for “Fair Districts”

[Until our official campaign account is set up,  your 
contribution is tax-deductible]



[After our official campaign account is set up…]

(2) Help us with “crowdsourcing” our fundraising
      efforts

Share our e-mail requests with your friends
 and family throughout the United States

     We will probably need $10 million to win, and
we hope that most of this funding will be
from small donations

(3) Please help us collect signatures to place our
initiative on the ballot



 (4) Write letters to the editor in support of our
       redistricting reform campaign

 (5) Talk to your friends, neighbors, family and
       co-workers

Remember,

 Fair Districts = Fair Elections


